





The Price of Being Included
In 1998, the Boyer Commission on Educating Undergraduates, which was created for the 
advancement of teaching, sought to claim the academic rights of undergraduate students within 
research universities. In an “Academic Bill of Rights,” one of its recommendations is that 
undergraduate students within a research university should have, “many options among fields of 
study and directions to move within those fields, including areas and choices not found in other 
kinds of institutions” (12).  At the University of Illinois, an Independent Plan of Study (IPS) 
program seems to do just that.  Through the IPS program, students are given the opportunity to 
create their own major plan of study.  They are required to find a faculty member who is willing to 
act as their academic advisor during their time at the university.  In addition, students go through 
an application process that includes three short essays, a list of course requirements, and a 
comparison of majors found at other universities.  The three short essay topics include why you 
want to major in your desired field and what you plan to do with it, a description of what the field 
itself looks like, and finally how that major is significantly different from any readily available 
major within the University of Illinois. Some of the most popular types of majors created are those 
within identity politics. When it comes to identity-based majors at the University of Illinois, there 
is currently a call for the areas of study to become established majors in which students do not 
need to register for the major through the IPS program. What is causing this desire to be a part of 
the general curriculum?
The reason for this will to institutionality seems to stem from a sense of validation that the 
area of study gains from being recognized by the University of Illinois.  While there are definitely 
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benefits that come with being an established major, it seems as though more attention needs to be 
paid to the process itself.  Are there things that are being lost through the transition into the general 
curriculum?   Do the benefits of institutionalization outweigh the negative effects?  Instead of 
completely joining in on the fight for identity-based majors to be incorporated into the general 
curriculum, I am calling for everyone within these fields to critically examine this process and 
what it means for the populations that those fields represent. Gaining a better understanding of 
what takes place during this shift is critical in order to see what power over certain identities is 
being given to the university.
In a recent article, Roderick Ferguson questions what university administrations do to 
certain identities, specifically sexuality, when they are brought into an institution.  He points out 
that “formalizing certain forms of difference gives those forms permanence and institutional 
protection, and will lift difference from the netherworld of marginalization and informal curiosity” 
(167). Specifically within the University of Illinois, the IPS program can be labeled as a tool with 
which the university can take marginalized areas of study and incorporate them into the academic 
rubric. Recognizing the existence of a process which takes certain areas of study from the IPS 
program and adapts them into majors for any student to simply sign up for is critical. Of the majors 
that are created within IPS, there are some that are seen as valuable and thus adapted into a stand 
alone major within the general curriculum.  All other non-adapted areas of study are not only left 
within the realm of IPS but are also being labeled as “other” or “queer”.  Even if the intention is 
not to say that these “other” independent plans of study are invalid, the University sends a clear 
message that certain majors are not “valid enough” as generally accessible major.  This is not 
where the labeling of these programs as “queer” ends, however.   If many majors have not been 
acknowledged or documented, they are once again given the message of being less-than or inferior 
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to other areas of study.  Adding the high invisibility of the IPS program within the University of 
Illinois to the equation, this queering process becomes a pattern.  Whether this is intentional or 
unintentional, the message that these silences and erasures are sending feels and looks incredibly 
real.  The question then becomes, however, what is the price that has to be paid to not be 
considered queer but rather as a legitimate major?  Is it worth that price?  What comes with being 
seen as “Queer-Free”? 
As Michel Foucault states, “There is no binary division to be made between what one says 
and what one does not say; we must try to determine the different ways of not saying such things… 
There is not one but many silences, and they are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and 
permeate discourses” (27).  Within IPS, what does the silence say that the University of Illinois 
itself will not actually voice? Until certain policies and procedures surrounding the program and 
the university’s involvement in the program change to become more supportive and 
knowledgeable, I believe that the University of Illinois is, regardless of its intentions, labeling 
these students as “queer” and “other” when compared to the rest of the students on campus. In this 
instance, the label of queer is not necessarily pertaining to a sexual identity, but rather to a position 
outside of what society deems “normal.”  To borrow from Michael Warner, “For both academics 
and activists, ‘queer’ gets a critical edge by defining itself against the normal rather than the 
heterosexual” (xxvi). Although LGBT issues can be referenced by using queer (due to the view of 
heterosexuality as being the “normal” sexuality), “queer” can thus also be used to encompass other 
populations that are affected in negative ways due to their lack of conformity to lifestyles and 
ideals that are considered normal or universal.  By using queer in a way that opposes the normal 
rather than the heterosexual, I am able to take queer theory beyond sexuality per se and show that 
queer issues are ones that affect everyone. Specifically within this study, the affected populations 
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are: university students, professors, and faculty as well as the University of Illinois as an 
educational institution, but how are they affected when a major transitions from IPS into the 
general curriculum?
In the process of attempting to answer this question, I used four specific types of research. 
As someone within the IPS program, I have my own experience from which I can draw through 
auto-ethnography.  I was also able to obtain anecdotal information from a fellow classmate.  I then 
switched to more formal interviews, which brought ethnography on a bigger scale into the research 
process.  Finally, to bring the University of Illinois’ institutional memory of the IPS program into 
the project, I researched archival documents.  By ordering my findings in such a way, I am hoping 
to start on a micro level and slowly move out towards a macro scope to show that experiences that 
I have had as an individual student at the University of Illinois are unique due to my position, but 
actually more similar to other students’ and administration than I could have ever imagined.  
While describing biases that occur within research, David Fetterman claims that, “to 
mitigate the negative effects of bias, the ethnographer must first make specific biases explicit” 
(11).  Thus, my bias towards IPS shall be clearly noted. Throughout my own academic career, I 
have seen first hand how it feels to be an IPS major. I am currently enrolled at the University of 
Illinois as a student within the Independent Plan of Study program in Queer Studies.  Through the 
application process, I was able to personally experience what students have to go through in order 
to create their own plan of study.  These proposals are sent to the IPS committee, which is made up 
of faculty from many different disciplines and one student representative.  After I was accepted by 
the committee into the IPS program, the Assistant Dean of LAS who is in charge of the IPS 
committee asked me to become the new student representative starting in August of 2008.  
In February of 2009, an IPS Advisory Board was created and I was asked to be one of the 
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three student representatives.  This board was created in order to spread the word about the IPS 
program throughout the University of Illinois while also attempting to create a community for 
students within IPS that would closely resemble the community allotted other University of Illinois 
students through their departments and majors.  With the creation of the IPS Advisory Board, it is 
clear that the invisibility of the IPS to both the university as a whole and also the students who 
make up the community itself has been determined as a problem that needs to be addressed. 
The most common question for people of all ages to ask a college aged student is the 
“What is your major?”  When you respond that you created your major through the IPS program, 
few people know what that means.  After going through the process of explaining what the 
Independent Plan of Study program entails, there always seems to be some sort of reservation as to 
whether it is a valid major.   People are unsure what the degree will look like to employers and 
whether or not it is as valuable as a major within a pre-established discipline.  In my own personal 
experience, however, I am commonly hit with this reaction twice.  After explaining the IPS 
program, I then note that I created my major in “Queer Studies.”  People often respond, “Career 
studies?  What does that entail? What are you going to do with that?”  Immediately I have some 
observations.  For almost every person to mishear “queer” and replace it with “career,” I am 
already being told that the idea of majoring in Queer Studies is so strange or irrelevant that it is not 
even possible.  Additionally, if they are unsure what Career Studies would involve or what I could 
possibly do with it, we are once again shown that my major plan of study does not make sense to 
them, regardless of whether they know what my actual major is.  Through all of these experiences, 
it became clear to me that research on the IPS program would hopefully raise awareness of not 
only the program itself, but also the students within it.  
I learned of the IPS program through my current advisor.  I was on the verge of transferring 
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to another school because I did not feel that the University of Illinois had what I wanted as an area 
of study.  When I showed interest in the academic area of Queer Studies, I was referred to 
Professor Richard T. Rodriguez by one of my Teaching Assistants.  Within our very first meeting 
he explained to me the possibility of creating my own major through the IPS program and showed 
a willingness to act as my academic advisor within Queer Studies.  I immediately agreed, went 
through the process of creating my major with Professor Rodriguez, and within a year was the first 
and only Queer Studies major ever at the University of Illinois. After my own transition into the 
IPS program, a fellow student approached me to explain their interaction with the University of 
Illinois regarding the IPS program. This anecdotal evidence from another student echoes my own 
experience.
During the summer registration before his freshman year, this student was being given a 
tour of the campus.  On the walk around the quad, the tour guide had mentioned that there was the 
possibility of creating your own major.  Someone within his group asked how that was done and 
the tour guide responded that she had no idea, with a tone that seemed to send the message that it 
would be too much work and not worth doing.  Following the tour, the students were taken to a 
temporary advisor who helped them register for classes.  When my fellow student had asked the 
advisor about creating your own major, the advisor not only said that he did not know how to do it, 
but also that he had never heard of it and did not know that such a program actually existed.  What 
this story tells me is that simply providing a possibility for students to design their studies around 
their own interests is not enough.  Hiding the information surrounding this program from the 
general student population is almost the same as not having the opportunity to create your own 
plan of study at all.  It was mere luck that I had even mentioned in passing to my Teaching 
Assistant that I was looking into transferring to another school, that she cared enough to ask what I 
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wanted to major in, and that she happened to know the exact person who had a thorough 
knowledge of the IPS program as well as a deep academic interest in Queer Studies.   If I had 
asked another person within the university, as my classmate’s story shows, my experience could 
have turned out significantly different. How does the elusiveness of the IPS program effect 
students who are trying to find a place in the university to call their academic home?
With a strong emphasis on a sense of belonging being desired throughout American 
culture, social pressure is placed upon people to fulfill these expectations or be subject to being 
perceived as strange or “other.” Within the university setting in particular, we are able to see that 
the need to belong is apparent on both an individual level, but also an institutional level as well. 
From student run organizations to the fraternities and sororities, one of the main objectives of 
campus institutions is to afford a sense of belonging to a group of people.  Even majors themselves 
afford some sense of community, regardless of whether the community is actually taken advantage 
of or not. 
With an established major, a student is afforded the sense of not being alone in the 
university.  There are other people within their major and the university as a whole has decided to 
boldly define their area of study as not only a real and valid field, but also one worth financially 
backing.  With programs like IPS, what is being said to these students who are choosing not to 
follow these pre-set plans of study? What is being said about the programs of study themselves 
when they are not adopted into the general curriculum? Although the answer to this might not be 
easily seen, it becomes clearer when the question is changed to focus on the response of both the 
students and the programs. By focusing on areas of study involving identity politics, we see a 
unique process where not only the field of study is looking for recognition, but also the minority 
group that is represented by said field. 
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African American Studies has been a major through IPS since 1967, but only in the 2009-
2010 academic year was it finally adopted into the general curriculum.  Latina/Latino Studies and 
Gender and Women’s studies, however, are still awaiting the approval of their official major 
proposals. With a few departments newly being accepted into the general curriculum and others 
still in the process of being approved, there is clearly an interest in obtaining this transition away 
from IPS.  While something may be gained from being a readily available major for any student to 
sign up for, what is lost in this convergence? Is there anything to be said about the benefits of not 
joining the normative ranks in attempt to not be labeled as queer? Although it was unclear whether 
the negatives would outweigh the positives, it still seemed to be an important question to ask rather 
than simply following the will to be institutionally recognized. This is where my ethnographic 
research began through interviewing other people currently participating in this incorporation 
process.
Initially I was hoping to focus on African American Studies’ transition from the 
Independent Plan of Study program to the general curriculum which took place last year. I was 
able to obtain an interview from a current major in African American Studies, but other than this 
one volunteer, I was stuck playing the waiting game in regards to responses to my emails.  With 
the deadline of my project approaching, I made a decision to switch my focus group to people 
within the Latina/Latino Studies (LLS) major created through IPS, which made its first appearance 
in IPS in 1996.  Currently, the LLS major is in the process of transitioning from IPS into the 
general curriculum.  In the short amount of time for research that I had left, I was able to interview 
a professor (Professor P), an administrator (Administrator A), and a student (Student L) all finding 
their academic homes within the LLS program.  By keeping the interview I had previously done 
with an African American Studies major (Student A), I am able to still see the effects of the 
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transition while also obtaining the attitude and feelings of people currently within the process. 
Both students are seniors in their respective fields and intend on graduating in May of 2010. 
Student A has only been an African American Studies major for a semester due to Fall 2009 being 
the first semester which students can declare that major within the general curriculum.  Student L 
is still in the process of getting her IPS proposal for LLS approved, but she has gone through the 
IPS process and is close to being approved by the IPS Committee.  
 In response to how it feels for her LLS major to be within IPS rather than the general 
curriculum, student L bluntly says, “I mean, its, to be honest its a drag.” When further describing 
these feelings, she explains, “juggling two degrees and then a job, an internship, and your social 
life, you really don’t want to deal with this whole IPS proposal crap and you know, you don’t want 
to have to write those two essays when you have two other essays to write and you’d much rather 
sleep, or when you know that everyone else can just walk into the LAS office and write down 
exactly what they want and ‘ope,’ the computer system changes it and you’re done.”   Student L is 
not the only one expressing the desire for less bureaucratic work to declare the major, however, 
because the administration is definitely hearing and responding to this complaint.
Administrator A echoes Student L’s concerns by explaining, “That’s the main driving 
force, the student demand. We’ve just had consistently a number of students who have been 
interested in doing the major for the Latino Studies and there are quite a lot of students who are 
just opting to do the minor because they don’t want to go through the IPS major process.”  What 
does it mean that the biggest reason behind attempting to have this major passed into the general 
curriculum is so that students do not have to do as much bureaucratic work?  It would seem that by 
having this extra work as a necessary part of the process, you would essentially be weeding out 
students who are less passionate about the area of study.  From my own experience, I will agree 
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that it can be very tedious to jump through some of the hoops that the Independent Plan of Study 
program can set up for you.  For instance, in addition to the essays and work that goes into creating 
a proposed plan of study solely to declare the major, I also have to go through a similar process to 
do an honors thesis.1 After listing some negatives about being within the IPS program, I wanted to 
see what some positives were.
When I asked Student L what a benefit of the IPS program was, the response was, “Um, I 
feel like it, to be honest, I just feel like it makes us look good.  Like it makes us look like we 
wanted it just that much more, it makes us look like we tried that much harder.” I found it very 
interesting how after expressing the lack of enthusiasm about the extra work, Student L would use 
the phrase “Look like we tried that much harder.” If something “looks like” rather than “is,” it 
would seem to imply that the extra effort that creating your own major would require is not 
actually real but only imagined.  Knowing that this lack of desire to do work is the main driving 
force for establishing the major in the general curriculum, however, would point to it being more 
than just an appearance.  
Within my own experience as an IPS major, I would say the number one positive aspect of 
the IPS program is the relationships you create with your professors.  Many professors take notice 
of students who go above and beyond in different aspects, whether it is in the classroom 
discussions, the homework and papers, or even in the student’s pursuit of a self-proposed major. 
With a major that does not even have an established academic department, I have been fortunate 
enough to work one on one with many great professors through independent studies.  Not only 
1
 Originally, I was planning on having this very project be my honors thesis that I would submit for review.  Upon further 
investigation as to how one within IPS signs up for an honors project, I was informed that I had to create a proposal the semester prior to the 
actual course taking place and it had to be approved by the same committee that looks over and accepts or denies proposed plans of study. 
Because I was under the assumption that I could just sign up for a class, just as established majors allow for their students, I was unable to 
count this as my honors project.  While this obviously has its downsides, there are positives associated with it as well.  Through these 
processes, I am able to get a better understanding of what I am going to have to do later on in my academic career as both a grad student 
and a professor when proposing research.  
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does this make my undergrad experience more enjoyable due to a better relationship established 
with the professors I meet with on a weekly basis, but it is also helping me tremendously in the 
hunt for grad schools. They are great resources for information and advice and they also have their 
own personal connections at various universities throughout the country. When asking Student L 
about her connection with professors due to the IPS program, she confessed, 
I really found a home within these professors.  Like, they’re the ones that steered me in the 
right direction, they’re the ones that told me, “Look, you can do this through the IPS 
program” or, or they helped me when I was down, when I felt like I was too stupid to be 
here. I felt like I wasn’t qualified to be a U of I student. They’re the ones that helped me 
bring myself up to that level and they gave me the extra books to read, they proofread those 
essays over and over again. So, if it weren’t for those professors, I don’t think I would be 
where I am.
Clearly the process of applying for IPS created a situation where this then struggling student was 
provided the necessary support and encouragement that was needed to succeed academically.  This 
does not seem to be a small accomplishment, especially when compared to the main benefit of 
having the major established within the general curriculum. 
When I asked Professor P what some of the benefits to the IPS program are, he states, 
One of the benefits of the IPS major is that because there isn’t this established program 
doesn’t necessarily mean that you don’t have a solid course of study, but it kind of gives 
you this versatility to oscillate between different fields, right? So even if you are focusing 
on a specific topic, you are looking at that topic from a number of different theoretical 
and methodological approaches.
When looking at IPS from this vantage point, the line between whether the general curriculum is 
a better home for student majors becomes a little clouded.  The drawback is adding busy work 
for the students, yet the gain can be as critical as being able to analyze the same issue from many 
different angles effectively. Who’s to say that it is better to be an institutionalized major?
Roderick Ferguson complicates the process of institutionalizing areas of study by stating, 
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“We can also think of the historical moment in which difference became a commodity of capital 
and of the corporate university as the moment in which a new type of academic subject came into 
being, one that spoke in terms of the institutionalization of difference” (165).  In other words, with 
certain majors being chosen as worthy for transition into the general curriculum, we have to 
analyze the reasoning behind the value placed upon the area of study.  Ferguson also starts a 
discussion about what sort of chain reaction this could cause.  As Administrator A explained, 
So it’s like a, real catch 22, like, you know, you have these marginal kinds of studies that 
are always embattled and, and, but they’re totally necessary and then.  You know, if we 
continue to be that way, we are forever going to have these programs and then the 
traditional disciplines are not going to incorporate ethnic studies, or queer, you know? 
Queer Studies or Gender Studies.
Putting this statement in conversation with Ferguson’s claim, there is a connection between the 
establishment of these “queer” areas of study and the continuation of the marginalization of these 
populations.  If these programs are established for the purpose of representing an often 
marginalized population, they are having the immediate effect of providing discourse in these 
areas, but they are also essentially making it okay that other majors not focus on these issues. 
Rather than queering traditional majors and encouraging them to incorporate minority politics into 
their curricula, these identity-based departments are taking that responsibility away and actually 
creating an institution which officially and publicly marks these areas of study as other.  There is a 
tension, however, between wanting to be institutionally recognized and staying out of the 
mainstream academia.  Even while conducting this research, the Gender and Women’s Studies 
department introduced the official LGBT-Q minor.  While this in and of itself is a form of 
institutionalization, I was there to celebrate at the launch party. Clearly it is not so easy to escape 
the will to institutionality due to the positive validation that comes with it. To examine the effects 
of being accepted into the general curriculum, we will once again turn our attention to the African 
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American Studies major. 
When asked what some of the drawbacks of the African American Studies major are, 
Student A explained, “I did have a problem this semester.  Last semester I wanted to take AFRO 
220 which is like an intro research and methods and it’s a requirement but they didn’t offer it and 
they didn’t offer it this semester.  So here I am a senior, needing this class, and you don’t offer it 
two consecutive semesters.” When I mentioned this fact to Administrator A, she explained the 
situation with African American Studies, 
They’re having a problem with having so many requirements because its, they have lost 
quite a few professors this past year so they just haven’t had the courses taught, so as 
students are supposed to take them for their major, it’s a real problem. But I think that part 
of it might have been that they wanted to establish, show that African American Studies 
has this canonic kind of history that is a canon that’s been rich for decades and that these 
are, all these different areas that have to be taught.
If this is true, it would seem that in an attempt to make the major appear absolutely valid to 
traditional majors, there were a lot of requirements established for the major.  Due to a change in 
staff, however, it has actually hindered how the major functions.
Personally, when thinking about what majors are allotted a position within the university 
curriculum, I immediately am drawn to the idea that if the university itself claims the area of study, 
it will be seen as valid and not questioned by others.  Once again, we can see through African 
American Studies that this may not be as true as I initially thought.  As an African American 
Studies major with a history minor, Student A has still had to deal with feeling as though her major 
is not valid enough.  When I asked if anyone ever questioned the validity of her major, the 
response was, “I always feel like I have to, like, use history to push it to another level or 
something.” This is yet another example of how the institutionalization of the major has not been 
quite as beneficial as it seemed to be in theory.  Lastly, when asked if she could change anything 
about her major, what would it be, Student A expressed content with her major yet later on 
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mentioned her true passion, “I’m really fascinated with Black Women’s Studies so if I do teach it’s 
definitely going to be in that arena.”  While there is the possibility that Black Women’s Studies 
could be successfully made into a personal focus within African American Studies, it would 
probably not be as effective at reaching this goal as an IPS major in Black Women’s Studies would 
be. I asked Student A if they had ever heard of IPS.  She responded, “No, what’s the IPS 
program?” I was surprised since, until this semester, an African American Studies major has been 
possible only through the IPS program. 
The IPS program was introduced in the 1976-77 academic year, which was also the first 
year that someone created a major in African American Studies. I felt that there would be very rich 
information within the major’s history in IPS.  Through this student’s position within the general 
curriculum, she was no longer allotted the knowledge of the IPS program. Without this awareness 
of the IPS, she is unable to recognize what majors are currently being created by students and 
continually denied a spot within the general curriculum.  Ferguson reiterates this idea of one 
marginalized group forgetting about others once they are no longer being forgotten. By describing 
a memo at a university stating that there are same-sex partner benefits allotted to certain types of 
same-sex couples, he explains that it “works to marginalize the very queer subcultures that worked 
to alienate gender and sexual normativity” (164).  This is relevant when speaking of majors due to 
the fact that while some areas of study are granted a place within the institution, other fields are left 
without validation.  To go even further, using this example, institutional incorporation also tricks 
these previously queer subjects into forgetting about what it was like on the other side of the 
divide.  In a form of institutional amnesia, we can see how the desire to be seen as valid can lead to 
the major’s past being forgotten in order to alienate it as an accepted area of study rather than one 
which had to fight to be taken seriously. A lot can be lost, however, when forgetting the existence 
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of a 32-year history without institutional recognition.  A lack of history does not end at the lack of 
student awareness of the program’s past, however. After seeing the student and faculty view of the 
IPS program, I was eager to see how the archives would show the University of Illinois’ take on 
the students within IPS. 
When I first began to inquire about the archival data that surrounds the IPS program, the 
reactions I received were surprising.  The administrator in charge of overseeing the IPS program 
told me that while she knew that there had been some sort of files in existence, she had no idea 
where they were.  Not only was the location unknown, however, but even the continued existence 
of the files was questioned.  Due to my heavy reliance on archival data for this project, I was 
unsure how to continue on from this point.  How was I to analyze and try to understand a history of 
a program when the documents telling of it’s past were either misplaced or destroyed? It seemed as 
though I was going to have to switch topics for my research.  Chance would have it, however, that 
someone who was moving out of her office came across a folder which was home to the IPS 
archive.  While at first it seemed as though the IPS history had survived, I was quick to find that it 
was only partial.
One of the main ways in which an “othering” process is being enacted through the IPS 
program at the University of Illinois is the act of incorporating IPS majors into the general 
curriculum.  Within identity politics specifically, the desire to be included as an established major 
has more meaning than solely being a bigger part of the institution.  Instead, it acts as a way of 
validation for this identity that has been struggling with being seen as other throughout history. 
The documents that the university has accumulated relating to the IPS program over the years are 
very limited in regards to listing the programs of study which students have created over time. 
Approximately three hundred majors are mentioned in the IPS documents starting from 1971 when 
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the program was created. Of those three hundred majors listed, sixteen of them have been 
incorporated into the general curriculum through IPS’s history. This is by no means a definite 
number, however.  For the first decade of the program, there were no lists that stated every 
individual plan of study that was created.  Instead, the Individual Plan of Study Advisory 
Committee kept track of how many students were in the program rather than each specific area of 
study.  These numbers were broken down into very vague categories, including “miscellaneous” 
which could leave room for someone to argue that more majors may have their origins within the 
Independent Plan of Study program but the proof has either since been lost or not kept within the 
IPS program’s archive found in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences’ office. As Alisa Klinger 
claims regarding archival data, “paper is perishable.  It is easily mislaid, forgotten, shredded, 
burned.  It fades with wear; it disintegrates over time” (73).  When recognizing just how fragile 
paper documents can be, it is important to realize that a lot of the danger also stems from the lack 
of care given to the documents.  
With the first decade of individual majors being lost, other than the vague categories that 
separate the statistics from each other, it is unclear how seriously the University of Illinois has 
taken the IPS program.  Additionally, the mini archive folder of the IPS program that the LAS 
office has in its possession has its last document from 1991.  The time from 1991 until 2004 is also 
unaccounted for. Once again we find this complete historical blackout, in this instance for over a 
decade. The most recent information stems only from 2004 until present (Fall 2009), which 
consists of a single excel spreadsheet of the IPS majors in existence throughout that time period. 2
The excel document contains three different columns, one naming the plans of study that 
have been completed, another list showing current and pending IPS majors in progress, and an 
2 I recently was made aware to the fact that there are a few documents that exist in the main University of 
Illinois archives on the IPS program, which I have been waiting to be able to analyze.  Hopefully, the documents 
will be located soon and perhaps some of these voids can be filled.
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individual column which lists all majors, past and current/pending, and the frequency that they 
have been declared within this five year span. Even if other files more specific as to the IPS 
programs activity are in existence somewhere, neither myself, nor the faculty that oversee the IPS 
program, were able to get a hold of them. With all of these surprising revelations, it seems as 
though the university may in fact be queering the IPS program and its students. One way of 
analyzing the make-up of the archive is described by Carolyn Steedman, “In its quiet folders and 
bundles is the neatest demonstration of how state power has operated, through ledgers and lists and 
indictments, and through what is missing from them” (68). In this instance, the recognition of what 
is missing from the IPS archive is possibly the most important data that the documents provide. 
The students and their areas of study are “queered” by the university not making the IPS program 
more well known and not acknowledging the history of the program and the students within it as 
worth documenting.  Once these other observations raced through my mind, the sense of 
“otherness” I began to feel as an IPS student was overwhelming. 
Although the IPS program seems to do exactly what the Boyer Commission demands out 
of research universities, it becomes unclear how effective and attractive this plan of study appears 
to students if the current lack of acknowledgment persists.  I would go a step further than the 
Boyer Commission and recommend that research universities should treat these other options as 
valuable opportunities for students who want to study a subject that may not be recognized.  Solely 
providing a service does not mean that it is easily accessible.  Without more widespread 
acknowledgment and awareness of the Independent Plan of Study program, it will still be 
unavailable and inaccessible to all students within the university. Once again, we are forced to 
think about what price comes with being seen as “Queer-Free”?  Rather than following the trend of 
fighting to become an established major within the university’s general curriculum, should we just 
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demand more advertisement and recognition of the IPS program itself?  Professor P confesses, 
I often wonder how many people are aware of the IPS major and if they were to be aware 
of it, how many students would choose that as an option?  Because I think it does allow a 
great deal of flexibility and if students were aware of it, maybe they wouldn’t declare these 
traditional [majors] as much as they do.  And maybe that, I’m not saying that it’s kept 
under-wraps, but if there was or were these announcements ‘Declare IPS,’ would it mean 
that students aren’t going to declare traditional majors in a way that they do now?
With this call for a reassessment of what it means to declare a traditional major versus an IPS 
major, the process of attempting to incorporate an IPS major within the general curriculum is not 
necessarily inherently positive.  Ferguson concludes his article by stating, “We must pause and 
interrogate the subtle and silent transformations that the tasks of knowledge and we – the subjects 
of knowledge – have undergone.  We must also scrutinize this will to institutionality if we are to 
create alternative forms of agency and subjectivity not beholden to bureaucratization” (167-168). 
Just as Ferguson is not offering a solution, but more of a starting point, I too am unable to claim to 
know the “right” answer, if one even exists.  Instead, I want to call for a reexamination of the 
integration process that majors must go through as they leave IPS and become part of the general 
curriculum.  It is also important to confess that by only studying one program at one university 
over the span of two short semesters, this project is merely a preliminary part of a much bigger 
project. This fact does not, however, negate the importance of reviewing the institutionalization 
process and rethinking how we view the outcomes.  For future research on this subject, I would 
suggest several directions.  I found that the interviews, especially the student ones, were amazingly 
rich in not only information but also first hand experience.  In addition to more student interviews, 
I would also like to speak with someone in the upper administration and find out how much is 
known about the IPS program as well as how the university is claiming these individual majors. 
Finally, comparing IPS to other programs at different universities could also be helpful in seeing 
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